
Key vocabulary
possession Something you have.

supply If you give something to someone, 
you supply them with that thing

sentence When found guilty in a trial, you are 
sentenced to a punishment

legal Allowed by the law

illegal Not allowed by the law

arrest When Police take someone for 
breaking the law

medicine Drugs used to treat illnesses

stimulant Drugs which speed up brain 
messages, making you feel more 
‘awake’

depressant Drugs which slow or block brain 
messages, making our bodies relax

prescription A form from the doctor given to the 
pharmacist to get the correct 
medicines in the correct amount

Pharmacist Person qualified to give out, and 
provide advice about, prescribed 
and over-the-counter medicines

Over-the-
counter

Medicines you can buy without a 
prescription

Laws controlling legal drugs
It is illegal to drive or operate machinery if 
you have taken certain drugs e.g. alcohol

It is illegal to sell any legal drugs to children

It is illegal to make or sell drugs that have 
not been licensed by the government

Illegal drugs: What is against the 
law?
Having them (possession)

Intending to give them to others (supply)

Giving them to others (supply)

Making them

Allowing them to be on property you own

Why are some drugs illegal?
Generally, they can easily cause 
serious health problems or death.
They are too strong.

They represent some other risk

They make people lose control of themselves

They are extremely addictive

Illegal drug sentences
Possession 2–7 years in prison + fine

Supply 14 years – life in prison + fine

Legal drugs
Medicines Some prescribed by a doctor,

some available over-the-
counter

Alcohol Depressant found in wine and 
beer

Caffeine Stimulant found in tea, 
coffee, chocolate

Nicotine Depressant found in 
cigarettes

Drugs
Drugs are chemicals which change the current chemical balance in our bodies.

Most common drugs are medicines which help to treat illnesses or symptoms of illnesses.

Some drugs occur in foods and drinks.

Different drugs have different effects on our bodies, and can harm us if not controlled properly.

If you are offered drugs, say NO.
Tell someone.
Call the Police 
on 999.


